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LESSON 2 —  "FIRST THINGS FIRST"

OBJECTIVE: To help the student to a better understanding of his identity
as a child of God by understanding better the nature and true being of 

' the Creator. "The starting point in spiritual realization is a right 
understanding of that One designated as the Almighty." (C.F.)

UNITY TEXT SOURCES: Chapter 2, "JESUS CHRIST HEALS" (Fillmore); Chapter 1,
"CHRISTIAN HEALING" (Fillmore); Chapter 1, "LESSONS IN TRUTH" (Cady); 
Chapter 10, "HCW I USED TRUTH" (Cady); Chapter 5 , "SELECTED STUDIES" 
(Shanklin); Chapter 2, "GOD A PRESENT HELP" (Cady).

SCRIPTURE REFERENCES: Acts 17:214-29; Psalms 1|6:1; I John 14:8; Deut. 6:£; 
Deut.33:27; James 1:17; I Cor. 2:9; Psalms 19:1; Job 12:10; Eph. i|:6; 
John U:2U; Luke 12:32; Jer. 31:3•

POINTS TO BE CONSIDERED:
1. GOD IS NOT A BEING WITH MANY PARTS BUT PURE BEING WITH ESSENTIAL 
ATTRIBUTES. When we talk about the attributes of God we do not mean 
the possessions of God. God does not have anything. God is the total 
of life, power, wisdom substance, love, etc.

2. GOD IS SPIRIT, DIVINE MIND, the principle of life, substance, and 
intelligence, everywhere present at all times, and just as accessible 
as the principle of mathematics and fully as free from formalism.
God cares no more for rites than does the principle of mathematics 
for fine figures and elaborate blackboards.

3. GOD IS THE PARENT-MIND whom Jesus called "the Father." Charles
Fillmore says: "God is individually formed in consciousness in each
of us, and is known to us as ’Father’ when we recognize Him within 
us as our Creator, as our mind, as our life, as our very being."

U. GOD DOES NOT CHANGE —  HE CANNOT CHANGE. The fundamental basis 
and starting point of practical Christianity is that God is Principle.
By Principle is meant definite, exact, and unchangeable rules of 
action. Therefore God cannot will sickness or limitation of any 
kind; His will for man and all creation is absolute good.

QUESTIONS FOR WRITTEN WORK:
1. Describe in your words the nature of God.
2. What enables us to meet all changes of life and be unmoved by them?
3. Can man use God too often? Explain.
Lu In our times of human need and desire, does God have what we want?
5# How did the mental wall of belief in separation of man from God 

come to be formed, and what is its effect on the life of man?

NEXT WEEK: "MAN, KNOW THYSELF" (Toward a better understanding of man)

SUGGESTED READING REFERENCES:
Chapter 1, "WHAT ARE YOU?" (Shanklin)
Chapter 1;, "PROSPERITY" (Fillmore)
Chapter 8, 1$, "KEEP A TRUE LENT" (Fillmore)
Chapter 2, "CHRISTIAN HEALING" (Fillmore)
Chapter 10, "KNOW THYSELF" (Lynch)



MINTRODUCTION TO UNITY"
A synoptic study of the teachings of Unity in twenty-four lessons
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POINTS TO BE CONSIDERED:
1. GOD IS NOT A BEING WITH MANY PARTS BUT PURE BEING WITH 
ESSENTIAL ATTRIBUTES• When we talk about the attributes of 
God, we do not mean the possessions of God. God iŝ  the total 
of life, power, wisdom, substance, love, and so forth.
2o GOD IS SPIRIT, DIVINE MIND, the principle of life, sub
stance, and intelligence• He is omni-present and just as 
accessible as the principle of mathematics and fully as free 
from formalism. God cares no more for ritual than does the 
principle of mathematics require beautiful figures and 
elaborate blackboards.
3o GOD IS THE PARENT MIND that Jesus called "the Father." 
Charles Fillmore says: "God is individually formed in con
sciousness in each of us, and is known to us as ’Father5 when 
we recognize Him within us as our Creator, as our mind, as 
our life, as our very being."
4. GOD DOES NOT CHANGE— HE CANNOT CHANGE. The fundamental 
basis and starting point of practical Christianity is that God 
is Principle. Principle means definite, exact, and unchange
able rules of action. Because God’s will for man and all 
creation is absolute good. He cannot will sickness or limita
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QUESTIONS:
1. Describe in your words the nature of God.
2. What enables us to meet all changes in life and be unmoved 

by them?
3. Can man use God too often? Explain.
4. In our times of human need and desire, does God have what 

we want?5. How was the mental wall of belief in separation of man 
from God formed? What is its effect on the life of man?

NEXT WEEK: MAN, KNOW THYSELF (Better understanding of man)
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"INTRODUCTION TO UNITY"
(Supplementary material for possible teacher's use)

LESSON 2 —  "FIRST THINGS FIRST"

ATTENTION-GETTING SUGGESTIONS FOR INTRODUCTIONS "There was once a belief that 
religion began with a full knowledge of one true God and that thereafter 
through human fault and disobedience the light of the first splendid vision 
was clouded or lost. But this is not the story told by the assembled records. 
The story of religion is not a recessional. The worship of sticks and stones 
is not religion fallen into the dark; it is religion rising out of the dark.
The primitive superstitions and the early religions are man's religious 
awakening and his first suppliant gesture toward the unseen. Why did he make 
the gesture? Man was created a spiritual being, and though this spiritual 
nature lies unexpressed within the natural man there is ever an insatiable 
hunger and thirst for righteousness through which his heart is ever restless 
until it finds repose in the knowledge and experience of God.

"A sense of evil will working to harm him lies dearly in the savage's mind.
He believes that the river which drowns his brother does it on purpose. The 
lightnings search for him, diseases are evil spirits, and, to save himself, he 
must buy the favor of those who, having him at their mercy, show him so little 
mercy. Thus propitiation creates its ceremonial of prayer and gift. But there 
is the longing for good in all religion as well as fear of evil, the gratitude 
of praise as well as the obeisance of fear.

"Frazer says, 'Religion was in part what passed for wisdom when the world 
was young.' Religion was man's first theory of the force and cause of things, 
his groping quest for reason and meaning in the world about him, and, in its 
full development, his explanation of why there was a world about him at all 
and why he, being different from it, was in it. But regardless of where or what 
the religions may have been, throughout all the ages, the confidence that there 
is a power - or powers - to help, has lit the fires on every altar, built every 
temple, made every creed articulate and supported every prayer."

"Procession of the Gods" (Chapter 1) 
Atkins and Braden - (Harper)

QUOTATIONS THAT MIGHT PROVE HELPFUL:
"God is a circle whose center is everywhere and whose circumference is nowhere."

(St. Augustine)

"In that which the holy man does, lives, and loves, God appears, no longer 
surrounded by shadows or hidden by a garment, but in his own immediate and 
efficient life; and the question that is unanswerable from the mere empty and 
imaginary conceptions of God —  "What is God?" —  is here answered: "He is that 
which he who is devoted to Him and inspired by Him does." Wouldst thou behold 
God face to face, as He is in Himself? Seek Him not beyond the skies; thou canst 
find Him wherever thou art. Behold the life of His devoted ones, and thou 
beholdst Him; resign thyself to Him, and thou wilt find Him within thine own 
breast." (Johann Gottlieb Fichte)

"When we have broken with our God of tradition, and ceased to worship the God 
of our intellect, God fires us with His presence." (Emerson)

"Speak to Him thou for He hears, and 
Spirit with Spirit can meet —
Closer is He than breathing.
And nearer than hands and feet." (Tennyson)

"As a sponge is in the ocean and the ocean is in the sponge, so we are in God 
and He is in us." (Rufus Moseley)



Lesson 2 - page 2
"You will never be nearer to God through all eternity than you 

are right at this moment. As time passes you Will realize it more, but you 
will not be nearer than you are right now. God will never love you more than 
He does right now.11 (Emmet Fox)

»I protest this constant phrase, ‘'finding God." I have never heard that He was 
lost. Let us not speak of 'finding' but of 'being aware.' God is playing no 
game of hide-and-seek. It is not his hiddenness; it is our blindness."

(Paul Scherer)

"I sought thee at a distance, and did not know that thou wast near* I sought 
thee abroad, and behold. Thou was within me." (St. Augustine)

ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIAL FROM MISCELLANEOUS SOURCES:
In a newspaper appeared an article which told of a little chapel in the Orient 
erected to God by native converts; and how, on the very day of dedication, the 
building was struck by lightning and burned down. The natives were quite 
naturally taken aback by this happening, since the Chapel represented a real 
sacrifice on the part of each one of them. They began to grope about in their 
minds to find a cause. Their conclusion was that the "Devil God" had burned it.

The Christian leader said, "We will rebuild it. The fire was caused by your 
wickedness. It was God's way of showing His displeasure at your sins." The 
natives refused at first to rebuild the church. They argued that it was useless 
to build churches to a God who would destroy them by lightning. The leader 
settled this by saying, "Ah, but this time we are going to put lightning rods 
on the church, and then it cannot burn down."

So a brace of metal rods were held up to these trusting souls as being able 
to off-set the anger of God. What a terrible undermining of the Power'. The 
man would then turn around and try to tell these people "God is all powerful." 
This is a typically confused picture of anthropomorphic deity.

(Walter Lanyon, "Temple not Made With Hands" page 189)

In her novel "Pilgrim's Inn", Elizabeth Goudge says through one of her characters 
"His religion had never consisted in more than believing in God without having 
even asked himself what he meant by God."

Edison was once asked what electricity is. He replied that he didn't know what 
it is, that all he knew was what it does, and that he didn't worry so much about 
definitions as long as he could work with it.

We must learn to trust the principle of the omnipresence of God, or good —  
regardless of appearances. You would not take the mixed figures of a child 
working a problem of mathematics as an example of the trueness of the principle, 
nor could you detect an error in the problem unless you were somewhat familiar 
with the rules of mathematics. You may rest in the assurance that the prin
ciples that you perceive as true of God are inviolate, and that, if there seems 
to be an error in their outworking, it is because of some misapplication on the 
part of the demonstrator.

A great practical difficulty in discussing God is the fact that we have no 
suitable pronoun to employ. We have to use the words "He" or "Him". We have 
no alternative, but these words are very misleading because they suggest a man 
or male animal. To say "She" and "Her" would be equally absurd, and the word 
"It", besides seeming to lack in reverence, suggests an inanimate and unintelli
gent object. Thus, we must keep in mind that the use of "HE" and "HIM" is an 
unavoidable makeshift, and we must correct our thoughts accordingly.



Lessen 2 - page 3 One fundamental proposition, perhaps the central one, in 
the inspiration of Spirit, is that God, or primal cause, is good. It matters 
not what you name it: Brahma, Deva, Khuda, Allah, or God.

MATERIAL FOR POSSIBLE VISUAL USE: ,
To demonstrate man’s unique relationship to God: You may take a large sheet of
paper (perhaps one of the study guides) and tear it up into pieces before the 
class. Keep one half of the paper and tear the other half into small pieces. 
Call attention to the fact that the half remaining is smaller by the amount of 
paper torn off; and that the whole page will always be the sum of all the 
fragments. This is division —  but it is not individualization.

Point out that spirit can be individualized. It may break up into many parts 
or, as it were, into infinite numbers of people. But each person contains the 
essence of the whole, and the whole is no less for having been divided.

In defining ’’principle”: Consider a few generally accepted principles:
"Water seeks its own level.” It is not a particular drop of water in a par
ticular location such as the water in a water tower to the faucet in the kit
chen. It is a general principle that is true of all water everywhere on 
earth. It is not a particular thing or a particular action. It is principle,

’’The angles of any triangle always add up to 180 degrees.” It does not 
matter what kind of triangles or where they are formed or by whom, the prin
ciple still holds. Draw a series of odd shaped triangles of all sizes and 
shapes on the blackboard to illustrate the principle.

To illustrate that Universal Principle, the Creative Life Principle, is Imper
sonal, but that as it is individualized in the particular it becomes personal to 
that in which it is individualized. Draw a seriesof trees in a row of various 
sizes and shapes, indicating people, and below the line for the earth indicate 
an area in which Universal Principle is impersonal in its expression. Show a 
movement of this Universal substance up into the trees like the movement of sap, 
and how it becomes quite personal and individual in creating and sustaining 
trees of different shapes, sizes, and species.

Another illustration on the same idea: The life of the apple tree is im
personal in that it gives itself to every phase of expression of the tree in 
like measure. But it becomes personal to the individual apple on the tree. It 
cares about that particular apple; healing its bruises, helping it personally 
to become a perfect specimen.

STORIES AND ANECDOTES:
A child being put to bed expressed fear of the dark. The mother said, "But 
darling, you have God with you all the time, there is nothing to fear.” The 
child replied, "Yes, I know that, but I want somebody with skin on."

A little boy saying his prayers had his mind centered on the talk of his parents 
concerning our troubled times. Having prayed for everything and everybody he 
could remember, the lad concluded: "And please, God, take care of Yourself. If 
anything should happen to you, we’d all be sunk."

A young Communist girl once came to Dr. George Hedley, a college professor work
ing with labor groups. She gave him the usual Communist line, saying that she 
didn't believe in God. "What kind of a God don't you believe in?" Hedley asked. 
It turned out that she didn't think there was a grandfatherly gentleman sitting 
on a throne in the skies. "Do you think the universe makes sense?" he asked 
the girl. "Do you think that effect follows cause regularly enough so we can 
count on it?" She had to admit she did —  or abandon the whole Marxists 
philosophy. "Does it seem to you," the questioner continued, "that this kind
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of sensible universe may have been planned and set going by a conscious 
intelligence?” “It must have been,” said the girl. ‘Well, then," concluded 
Dr. Hedley, "if you are confident of that, you are much surer of your belief 
in*God than a lot of clergymen and professors I know'."

Spurgeon, the noted English pastor and writer, once noted a weather vane on the 
roof of a barn. That was nothing out of the ordinary in his country. Whas was 
unusual was the inscription written under it: "God is love."

"Just what do you mean by putting that text there?" Spurgeon asked the 
farmer. "Do you think God's love is changeable like that?”

"You don't get it," the farmer replied. "What I mean is, no matter which
way the wind blows, God is still love." _

y Rev. A. E. Bailey, Indianapolis Star

He was just a little lad, and on a bright Sunday was wandering home from 
Sunday School, and dawdling on his way. He scuffed his shoes into the grass; 
he found a caterpillar, he found a fluffy milkweed pod and blew out all the 
"filler." A bird's nest in the tree over head, so wisely placed and high, was
just another wonder that caught his eager eye.

A neighbor watched his zig-zag course and hailed him from the lawn, asked
where he had been that day and what was going on.

"Oh, I've been to Sunday school." (He carefully turned the sod and found a
snail beneath it.) "I've learned a lot about God."

"Mmm, a very fine way," the neighbor said, "for a boy to spend his time, ii 
you'll tell me where God is, I'll give you a brand new dime."

Quick as a flash his answer came, nor were his accents laint, "I'll give you 
a dollar. Mister, if you'll tell me where God ain't."

A little girl was sitting on the floor furiously drawing a picture with colored 
crayons on a big sheet of cardboard. Her mother asked her what she was doing.
"I am drawing a picture of God," said the little one. The mother was shocked 
at this and said, "But nobody knows how God looks." The little girl wet her 
crayon in her mouth and dashed it again at the paper, saying, "They will when
I get through." ,, . , ,,

When Jesus got through we knew what God looked like: "He that hath seen me
hath seen the Father." This is our purpose in life,to define God in livingness.

A young engineer, had a perplexing problem in which he could not find a solution 
Failure to find a right solution might mean the difference between promotion 
and discharge. He prayed in desperation, finally at one in the morning he went 
back to the legal description of the property he had surveyed...North 10 degrees 
21 minutes, 11 seconds; thence east....thence south....thence west...to the 
T.P.B., which to the Engineer means "The True Point of Beginning."

Suddenly a phrase he had learned in early childhood entered his mind: "In
the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God."
God then was the true point of beginning. Then dawned the error of his approach
Instead of starting with God, the T.P.B., he had taken ashis starting point, 
or base, the human experiences and mental tools he had amassed over the years.

T >day, over this successful engineer's desk hangs the plaque, "GOD THE 
TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING."


